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The purpose of the present paper is to present some 
results on the facial structure of a compact conwex subset K of 
a locally convex Hausdorff space, relating faces of K to 
order ideals of the Archimedean ordered vectorspace r .. A( K) of 
continuo~s affine functions on K. 
Chapter 1 contains the necessary background materi~l 
from the theory of Archimedean ordered vectorspaces and their 
duals, which is the natural non-commutative (or "non-lattice") 
generalization of Kakutani's theory of L- and M-spaces. The 
results stated in this chapter, go back to R.V. Kadison ((12)), 
((13)), ((14)), F.F. Bonsall ((3)), D.A. Edwards ((6)), A.J. 
Ellis ((11)), and others. They are included for reference pur-
poses and imply no claim at originality. 
The essential results of the present paper are stated 
in Theorems 2-6 of Chapters 2, 3. Here the central concept is 
that of a strongly Archimedean face which is a strengthening of the 
concept of an Archimedean face as defined by E. Stormer ((17)). 
It is shown that one may assign to every Archimedean face F a 
numerical invariant ? E [1,00) , the characteristic of F, which 
is finite iff F is strongly Archimedean (Theorem 3), and which 
occurs as the best possible bound on the norms in various contexts 
related to the extension problem for affine functions and the 
representation problem for signed boundary measures (Theorems 
4, 6). In particular it is proved that for Archimedean faces 
the "extension property" implies the "bo1l:ll3dextension property" 
(Remark following Theorem 5). 
Chapter 4 contains applications and examples. Applying 
some recent results of D.A. Edwards ((7)), ((8)) and A. Lazar 
((15)), we show that every closed face of a Choquet simplex is 
strongly Archimedean with characteristic 1. It is also shown b~ 
application of results of E.Effros ((9)), ((10)) and E. Stormer 
~ . ((17)) that a closed face of the state space of a C -algebra is 
Archimedean iff it is invariant, in which case it is strongly 
Archimedean with characteristic 1. It is easily verified that 
every Archimedean face of a finite dimensional convex compact set 
is strongly Archimedean. In the infinite dimensional case there 
may exist faces which are Archimedean but not strongly Archimedean. 
A somewhat technical example to this effect is given at the end 
of Chapter 4. 
1. Prillm~?.F.i-..e§.. 2ri. o~der ___ ~i:t_ __ sQaces_ 
and their duals 
We shall use the term ordered vectorspace to mean a 
(partially) ordered vectorspace over the reals. A linear map 
¢ : A ~ A' between ordered vectorspace is said to be an order 
homomorphism if 
(1.1) 
A 1-1 order homomorphism is an 2rder isomorphism. 
Clearly (1.1) implies positivity of cb , but the reverse impli-
' 
cation is inexact. (Note that the above definition of an order 
homomorphism is less restrictive than that of ((17)), in which the 
kernel N = cp- 1(0) is required to be .E.QSitively generated, 
i.e. N = N+- N-.) 
A linear subspace J of an ordered vectorspace A is 
an order ideal if it is "order convex" in the sence of 
(1.2) a , b E J ; c e A ; a ~ C 5 b -=--> C E J. 
Let N be a linear subspace of an ordered vector~ 
space A. Now it is well known (and easily verified) that the 
canonical image cjJ(A+) of A+ in A/N is a proper co~ (i.e. 
a cone without straight lines) iff N is an order ideal. Hence in 




(A/N)+ = cp (A+L 
is an order homomorphism of A onto A/N. 
An arbitrary positive linear map r.j; : A ~ A' 
I 
between ordered vectorspaces can be decomosed as d; = W' o cf> were 
I 1 I 
q6 is the canonical order homomorphism of A onto A/~5- 1 (o), 
and ~~ is a 1-1 positive linear map from A/~- 1 (o) into 
A' • Here rp is an order homomorphism iff if·' is an order 
isomorphism. 
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The order ideal generated by a positive element a 
of an ordered vectorspace A, is seen to be the set. 
(1.4) { Iii+ J(a)- = b I .3aEII<" 
An element e E A+ 
- rx a$ b ~ ~a) • 
is said to be an order unit if 
J( e) = A, or in other words if every bE A is bounded above by 
cx,e for some cx.2:'o. 
An ordered vectorspace is said to be Archimedean 
if the negative elements a E i'"" are the only ones for which 
{ ci a I o<- E 1R +} has an upper bound. 
It is easily verified that an ordered vectorspace 
A with an order unit e is Archimedean iff 
(1.5) a~ j3 e for all ~ > o :::9 a ~o. 
Note that A/J may be non-Archimedean even if A · 
is Archimedean. In fact let A be the 3-dimensional Euclidea~ 
space with an Archimedean ordering defined by a cone A+ possess-
ing a base K which is a 2-dimensional convex body with a non-
exposed extreme point x. (For example, K may be the convex 
hull of a plane disk and some point in the plane of the disk). 
If J is the 1-dimensional space spanned by x, then J is 
seen to be an order ideal for which A/J is·order isomorphic t~ 
i( 2 with lexicographic ordering. Hence A/J is non-Archimedean 
in this case. 
Proposition 1. An Archimedean ordered vectorspace 
A with order unit e admits a norm 
(1.6) II a II = inf {A. ~ o I - ). e 5 a < ,t e} , 
satisfying 
(1.7) - II a II e ~ a 5 II a I! e • 
Proof. The relation a~ a e where ~ 
<X = inf f). J a ::; /t e} , follows by an easy application of ( 1. 5). 
This result and its dual yield (1.7), and now it is straight-
forward to verify the norm-properties of !I all • 
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Henceforth we shall use the term order unit space, 
and the notation (A,e), to denote an Archimedean ordered vector-
space A with a distinguished order unit e, regardQ..~"·':' as a 
normed vectorspace in the order unit norm (1.6)• We bbserve that 
if B is a Tectorsiibspace of A and e E B, then ( B, e) is an 
order unit space in the induced ordering and norm. 
Proposition 2. Let w= (A, e) ~ (A',e') be a 
linear maE between order unit SEaces~which maEs e into e' • 
Then U; is EOsitive iff o/ is bounded with llo/11= 1. I 
Proof. 1) By the definition of the norm, positivi~y 
of & implies ( 110 II = I 1. 
2) Assume llo/ II = 1 ' and consider an element 
aEA+. Without lack of generality we assume ~a!(~ 1, i.e. 
Osa~e. Hence also Ose- a~e, and se !le-x!I!S1. This give~ 
H tp ( e-a) II < 1. 
By the definition of the norm, ~(e-a)~ ¥r(e'), 
and so 0 ( a) ~ 0 , q. e • d • 
I 
Corollary Let tp : (A, e)___, (A' , e' ) be a 1- 1 linear map 
between order unit spaces 1 which maps e into e'. Then 
is an order isomor hism iff d.; is an isometr 
Proof. Assume (without lack of generality) that 
1jf is onto, and apply Propos irtlcn 2 to t.jF and 
Remark: A positive linear map rjr: (A,e) ~(A',~') 
with ~(e)= e', may be an order homomorphism, or in other 
words the induced map tp' . A/<ir- 1(0) ~A' may be an order • I 
isomorphism, even if tlr' 
' 
is no isometry, since the quotient 
norm of A/ t,b-- 1(0) need not be an order unit norm. Necessary 
I 
and sufficient conditions for tnis will be given in the sequel. 
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Corollary ,2 ~ A linear functional p on an order' 
uni;t space (A+ e,) is positive iff P ia bbunded ahd II p II = p (e). 
Proif1 Application of Proposition 2 with 
A linear functional p on an o~der unit space (A,e) 
is a state if it is positive and if p(e) = 1, ot equivalently if 
(1.8) p(e) = IIPff = 1. 
The set of states is seen to be a w*-compact 
convex subset of A*. It will be termed the state space of Ar 
and it will be denoted by S(A). The extreme points of S(A): 
are called extreme states (or "pure states"). 
Proposition 3. If (A,e) is an order unit space 
and B is a linear subspace containing e, then every state on 
(B,e) can be extended to a state on (A,e). 
Proof. Clearly e is an interior point of A+, 
and so the theorem on extension of positive linear functionals 
can be applied. 
Proposition 4. Let (A,e) be an order unit spac~ 
with unit ball A1 = (-e,e) Then the unit ball of A* is 
given by 
(1.9) (A*)1 = conv (S(A) U - S(.A.)), 
and for a E A we shall have 
(1.10) lla\1 = sup £ !p(a)j I p E S(A) 1 
and 
(1.11) a 2:0 <-=> p(a) ~ 0 for all p E S(A). 
Proof. We define 1\1 ={a I a~e}, L = {al- e5a}, 
and we claim that the polar sets are given by 
(1.12) M0 = conv ({o}uS(A)), L0 = conv ({o}u-S(A)). 
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Let qEM0 • To prove q to be positive, we 
assume a :if 0. Then ex,. a EM, and hence o<..q(a) .::= 1, for all 
r./>' v... a. 
Clearly 
It follows that 
q_ ( e ) 5 1 , and so 
q ( a) -::; 0 , and so a is positive . 
q E cour ({0 }uS (A)) ; :!!he reverse 
implication is trivial, and the corresponding verifications foD 
L are similar to those for M. 
Now (1.9) follows, since 
(A*~ = A1° = (MnL) 0 = conv(M0 uL0 )= conv (S(A) u--s(A)) 
The equality (1.10) follows by the Hahn-Banach 
TheorBm. 
To prove (l.ll), we first observe that M is closed. 
In fact if a EM, then 
inf {ex ~ a I a s et e l = 1 + p , f3 > o, 
and it is easily verified that 
{ b I ll a-b II < --1" 1 n M = .,rzJ. 
If I I 0 a~O, then e-a~M, and so there is a q_EM 
I I 
such that q ( e-a) > 1 . Thus 
q(a) < q_(e) -1 ~ 0. 
By (1.12) q is a positive linear functional, and 
the non-trivial part of (l.ll) follows. 
Let (A,e) be an order unit space and X some 
locally compact Hausdorff space. We shall use the term functional 
representation of (A,e) over X to denote an isometric, order 
isomorphism 9 of A onto a point-separating subspace of 
CR(X) such that 9(e) = 1. (Note that the specifications of 
~ are redundant by Cor. 1 to Prop. 2). A functional representa-
tion (9 ,X) of (A,e) will be said to be larger than another 
functional representation (~,Y) of (A,e) if there exists a 
homeomorphism ~ of Y into X such that 
I 
the conjugate map of CR (X) into CR(Y). 
6"" = cp*" 9 , cp* being 
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Let (?,X) be a functional representation of (A,e); 
and assume for a moment that Y is a closed subspace of X 
with canonical inject.ion cp: Y~X, and such that Y is a 
max'-boundary for 9 (A), i • e • 
(1.13) ll a 11 = sup 
qeY 
\ t_p a J ( q) I ' 
In th~s case the restriction ~ap 
all 
cp* : CR (X) ~ CR (Y), is an :l.srimetry cf 9 tA) into CR(Y) 
which mape the constant 1 on X to the constant 1 on Y. 
Hence ( cp*o s> , Y) is a functional representation of (A, e), 
which we shall call the restriction of { 9 z X2 to Y. 
Theorem 1. Ever;y: order unit s;eace (A, e 2 admits 
a largest functional reEresentation { 9 z S(ALlz where 
p(a) =a and 
(1.14) ~(p) = p(a), for all aEA, pES(A). 
The representing function space ~(A) consists 
of all restrictions to S(A) of w*-continuous linear functi~ 
onals on A*, and it com;erizes all w-continuous affine 
functions on S(A) iff A is complete (in order unit norm). 
Also (A,e) admits a smallest functional representation, 
namel;y: the restriction of ( ~, S(A)) to the closure of the set 
of extreme states. 
Proof. 1) By Proposition 4, (~, S(A)) is a 
functional representation of (A,e), and it follows from an 
elementary theorem on weakly continuous linear functionals on 
a dual space that ~(A) consists of all S(A)-restrictions of 
w *-continuous linear functionals on A*· 
The state space S(A) is located on a hyperplane 
off the origin of A*. Hence ~(A) is also equal to the set 
of all S(A)-restrictions of w*-continuous affine functions on 
A*, and this set is known to be uniformly dense in the (uniformly 
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closed) space of all w*-continuous affine functions on 
S(A) (cf. e.g. ((16, Ch.4)) ). By the isometry of ~ , 9(A) 
is equal to the space of all w*-continuous affine functions on 
S(A) iff A is complete. 
The closure of the set of extreme states, i.e. the 
set de S(A), is a max-boundary for the space of w*-continuous 
affine functions on A* (by virtue of the Krein Milman Theorem), 
and so ( 9, S(A)) admits a restriction to de S(A). 
2) To prove maximality and minimality, we conside~ 
an arbitrary functional representation (&,Y) of (A,e). Te 
every point q c Y, we assign a state q = CD(q) I defined by 
(1.15) ri'(a) = [o-a) (q). 
By the continuity of the functions eYa, the map 
9: Y ~ S(A) is continuous. By assumption, er(A) separates 
the points of Y, and so cp is 1-1. 




is an homeomorph~ 
sup I li( CC· ( q)) j = sup I { tY a J ( q) \ = II a IJ = 
qEY I q&Y 
= sup ! ~( p) I • 
p e S(A) 
Hence ~(Y) is a closed max-boundary for the 
space of w*-continuous affine functions on S(A). Hence 
~(Y) contains 88 S(A) which in the smallest closed max-
boundary for this space. (This is an elementary consequence of 
the Milman Theorem). 
Let ~ be the canonical injection of 
into S(A). Then there is a homeomorphism T of @eS(A) 
into Y such that the diagram 






Passing to the conjugate maps, and making use of the 
definition (1.15) which may be restated as r:p*o _S) =0"', we 
arrive at the following commutative diagram: 
A 
It is seen that ( 9, S(.A)) is a larger functional 
representation than ( ~,Y) which in turn is larger than 
( J[*o ~, 8eS(A)), and the proof is complete. 
The maximal functional representation ( _p , S(A)) 
of an order unit space (A,e) will be called the canonical 
representation of (A,e) over the state space. 
Theorem 1 is essentially due to Kadison. For the 
existence of the canonical representation of. ((12)), for the 
surjectivity of ~ in the complete case of. ( ( 1)), ( ( 14, Lem. 
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4,3)), (( 18))~ and for the maximality and minimality properties 
cf. ((13, p. 328)). 
We reeall that a directed vectorspace is an ordered 
vectorspace E such that E = E+-E+. The following sesult is 
due to D.Edwards (( 6, Th.4)). 
Proposition 5. If E is a vectorspace for which th~ 
cone E+ has a base K such that S = conv (Ku- K) is radially 
compact, then the gage functional 
( 1.16) II x /I = inf { /\ I x E ;l S 1 
is a norm, and the closed unit ball of this norm is equal to S. 
If K is compact in some locally convex Hausdorff · 
topology Sf on E, then E is complete in the norm (1.16). 
Proof. 1) The set S is absorbing by the direct~d-
ness of E, and so the gage functional is well defined. It is a 
norm by the radial boundedness of S, and its colsed unit ball is 
equal to S since S is radially closed. 
2) Assume K, and hence S~ to be J'-compact, and 
consider a Cauchy sequence { xn l· in the norm ( 1.16). We may 
assume ji xn II< ), for n=1, 2, ••• , and by the [T -compactness of 
~ s~ there is a 51-condensation point y of { X L in _1 S. :nl 
Let c ~ 0 be arbitrary and determine n 0 such that 
is 
for 
In particular xn E xn 
0 J -closed, we shall have YE x 
no 
ll y - X II< [. 
no 
Hence for every n 2 n0 
+ A. s for n:::::.n • 
- 0 Since 
+ E S, or equivalently 
II Y - xn IJ ~ II y-xn. ~ + II xn - xn II • 
'1,0 0 
Thus, { xn J converges in the norm to y, and the 
proof in complete. 
E.S 
- 11 ;.... 
We shall use the term ba.§,E:l; tJ8;riJ1 spaq.e, and the notation 
(E,K) to denote a directed vectorspace E such that E+ has a 
base K for which conv (Ku -K) is radially conpact, considered as 
a normed space in the norm ( 1.16). 
The next three propositions are due to Ellis ((11)). 
Proposition 6. The norm of a base norm space (E2Kl 
I 
is additive on E+z in fact II X II= e(x) for x~0 2 e being 
the linear functional which carries the base 2 i.e. Kc. e-1(12. 
Proof. Let XEE*, i.e. x =5'X 0 with ~=::::.O,x 0 EK. 
Then x Gfl S 7 and so p ~II x II • Applying e to the equation 
x = 9x0 , we obtain e(x) = fl >II xll. 
Conversely I -1 II xI x c S, and so there are elements 
y, z E K and scalars J, f Z 0 such that 
-1 1 llx~ x = ;t,y -fz, 
Applying the functional e, one obtains 
llxll - 1 e(x) =)- f $ 1. 
Hence e( x) :::::;. II x H , and the proof is complete. 
Proposition 7. Every element x of a base norm 
space E admits a decomposition x = y - z, where Y2 z ~ 0 
~llxlf= ~yl/ + NzH. 
Proof. From ~ x II - 1 x 6 S it follows that 
llx/f- 1x = Jy1 -j-l-Z1' 
where y 1 , z 1G K and /l 1 f~O, /l+f = 1. Now the proof is 
complete with y = U x II /'\.,. y 1 , z = /lx /1 f z 1 • 
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Proposition 8. l!_iA,e) is an order unit space, 
then (A*, S(A)) is a base norm space whos norm is identical with 
! 
the standard norm of A*. Conversely, if (E,K) is a base norm 
space and e is the functional carrying. K (cf. Prop. 6), then 
(E*,e) is an order unit space whpse nor:(l'l is identical with the 
standard norm of E*. 
Proof. 1) The first part o:f the proposition follows 
directly from Proposition 4. 
2) Clearly E* is Archimedean in the natural 
ordering. It follows from Proposition 6 and from the decomposition 
of Proposition 7, that for any x E E: 
I e ( x) I = I e ( y) - e ( z) / "$ Jl Y JJ + 1/ z!/ = II x Jl • 
Hence e is bounded with norm 1. 
Let aE E*, and let §? be the functional norm o:f a. 
Since S = conv (K u- K), we shall have 
= sup { I a( x) I t xe K } 
= inf {,A..~ 0 I-~< a(x)< /1 ,all xe K·1 
= inf {/t? 0 I - A e ~ a ~ A e). 
It follows that e is an order unit, and that the 
two norms coincide, q.e.d. 
In the case of a Jattice ordering the theory of 
order unit- · and base nor~ paces reduces to Kakutani' s theory 
of L-and M-spaces ((11, Th. 10)). 
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2. Archimedean ideals. 
We shall study the interrelationship between ideals of an order 
unit space (A,e) and faces nf its state spa~e SCA)~ and we shall 
use the notations : 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
N..L = { p e.SCA)f 
F..L = {a. E A I p 
p(a) == o,all aeN}, N C. A. 
(a ) = o 1 a 11 p e F 1 , F G$( A ) • 
It \vill be necessary also to 1.<1ork in the duality of A and A*., 
vJhere the following notations 1,-rill be applied 
(2.3) F 0 == f cte A* I q ( 8) = o, all aE NJ 9 NcA. 
C2.l.J-) lVI 
0 = f aE A f q (a) == 0~ all ae.HJ, IvlcA*. 
Prooosition 9. If N is any subset of an order unit space {A,e), 
then N is a ,,.!_- closed convex subset of S(A) and N is a w*-
closed vector subspace of A*. If N is positively generated, i.e. 
N clin (N+) • then N is a face of S(A) and N is an order ideal 
of A*. Conversely if H is. an.v subset of A*. then H is a (norm 
and w - ) closed vector subspace of A. If M is positively genera~ed. 
then l'I is an order ideal. In particular, F is a closed order ideal 
of (.A,e) for every subset F of ··s(A). The proof is a straight for'I:J.1rd 
verification. 
An order ideal J of an order unit space (A,e) is said to be 




J is closed. 
A/J is Archimedean. 
J is positively generated. 
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If in addit:ton : 
(iV) J 0 is positively generated, 
then we shall say that J is strongly Archimedean. 
It is not entirely abvious that there exist order ideals that 
are Archimedeen, but not strongly Archimedc<3n. V!e shall see 
that this in fact is impossible in finite dimensional spaces. 
I:lovJevcr it inay occur in the in finite dimension case. A some't,Ihat 
technical ex.:E1ple to this effect is presented in section 4 (Prop. 9). 
Proposition 10. A positively generated order ideal J of an order 
unit space (A"c) is Archimedean iff it is the kernel of an order 
homor11orphisn 1.../.5 into Dn order unit space (At. et) such that fCe)=e-p. 
I 
Proof. If J is Archb1edean 1 then i'i/J is an order unit space ·1.,-Jith 
unit¢Co) ,~: A~ A/J being the canonical homo1:1orphisc1. 
Conversely, if f: (A~ o) ~ (A' , e ~ ) is an order homomorphism y,ri th 
kernel J and ¢;<e) = e • ~ then 1~/J is order iso'·lOrphic to the 
1-lrchimedean ordered vectors pace </JCA). It rer,mins to be proved that 
.J is closed. To this end assm1e a~ J. Then </JCa)-/- 0 ~ and hv 
Proposition l1-, there is a qE S(A 1 ) such that qC1JCa)) :/= 0 • 
It is easily verified th~'t qocj; is a state on Ui,e). In particular 
I - I -1 I ~'· -1 qoYJ i2 continuous, and so J c (q o \f) (o) ,ar)t(q ()<f) Co) lJhich 
co:Jpletes the proof. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Prooosition 11. If J is an Archimedean ideal of an_.Q_rder unit 
space (i\,e) and r: A~ A/.J is the canonical lJClp. then (,~/J ·'f (e)) 
is an order unit soace and S(A/J rlis 8 1-1 affine 
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The proof is a straight forward verification. Recall that 
cp*q= q ocp for q E. 8 (A/J). 
Bjr virtue of Proposition 11,we shall identify S(A/J) with J..L, and 
for p E J.L vie sha 11 \''rite 
(2.5) P CcpCa)) = pea), a 6 A. 
The following theorem is a characterization of Archimedean order 
ideals of (A,e) in ter~·ns of ttejrannihilRtior faces on S(A); first 
proved byE, Stormer in a slightly redundant form (( 17 )). 
Theorem 2, Assume (A,£) to be an order unit sp;:1ce. If J is an 
Archiinedean ideal of 1\ 4 then F = J~ is a w*-closed face of S(A) 
such that 
(2.6) aEA, p(a) ~ o all pE F 
~ eGA+ : C 2 a, p(c)=p(a) all pEF, 
and J =:(J.1 )±. Conversely, if F is a 1-.r* - closed face of S(A) 
satisf.ving. (2.6). 3 then F:..l is an Archimedean ideal of (A e) and 
..l L= (F J.. J • 
Proof. 1.) Let J be an Archimedean ideal and assume a E !\, p(a )~o 
J. for all pEJ. By Propositions 10~ 11. this means that every state 
on the order unit space (A/J.) (e)) takes a pos tive value at CfCa). 
By Proposition 4, ~(a)~ o. + 
By the definition of quotient ordering, there is a b 1GA such that 
cj?Ch1 ) = CfCa). It follov.rs that_, a .- ·o 1E J. Since J is positively 
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+ generated, there is a b2 E J , such that a - b1 ~ b2 • Nm.J 
define C=b1 + b2 • 'I' hen c e A+ + J+ c A+ and a~ c. !Yloreover 
p(c) = p(b1 ) = p(a) 
.L 
all pt-J, 
since b2 E J and a-b1 E J. Hence 1.ve have proved (2. 6). 
Trivially Jc(JJ.. ~ • To prove the conve-rse) we consider an 
I 
element a ~ J. Then 5VCa) , and so there iS a state on A/J not 
..l 
vanishing at f>Ca). By Proposition 11, there is a p E J such that 
I .J. p(a)=f: 0 • Hence a €f- (J ~ , and the first part of the proof is 
co::1plete. 
2.) Let F be a w*- closed face of &A) with the property (2.6)4 
To prove the closed order ideal F to be positively generated) we 
consider an element a E F • Then p(a) = 0 for a 11 pE F ~ and by (2.6) 
there is a ceA+ such that c~a and p(c) = p(a) = for all ptF. 
In other vrords cE(F..L.l and c~a. Hence we have proved that~ 
is positively generated. 
Next 1:Te as su:,ne \{) to be the canonical map of A onto i\IF • To prove 
A/~ ~~rchi,nedea~1 '''e assume aEA, and 
cp (a) :5 ~ cpCe), D=1 ~ 2, • • • • 
By definition of quotient ordering, there exists bn E F.i such that 
a ~ ~ e + b n , n= 1 , 2 , • • • • 
Nmr for every p 6 F. 
( ) <. 1. P a - n ' D= 1 , 2• • • • 
Thus p(a)~O for all pEF. By (2.6) there is a bE.A+, b ~-a 
such that p(b) = - p(a) for all pE=F. vvriting c = b+a, we shall 
have a< c, and 
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p(e) =- p (b)+ p (a) = 0 , all pEF. 
It follovrs that C E ~ and since tp is an order preserving map \vith 
kernel F.t_ 7 vle shall have 
cpca) ~ cp <c) = o . 
Hence "~de have proved the Archimedic ity of A/F 
Again the inclusion F c: (F...L. f is trivial. To prove the converse~ 
we consider an element q E S (l.\)' F. By the Hahn Banach. Theorem, 
there exists ~ continuo is linear functional -~ i.e. a T-."J 
-
on :-1 ' an 
elem.ent a of 11 such that 
q (a)< 0 ~ p (a)' all p EF. 
By (2.6) there is a c e A+ such that p(s) := p(c) for all 
p EF. It follows that a - c EF whereas 
q(a-c) ::::q(a)-p(c) 
I ..J.. 
Fiance q ft= (F .l.. ) and the proof is co ·; >lete. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Corollary. The ~~1a p J -""\.-~ J..!. is an order reversing bi.i ection 
of the _A_rchimedean ideals of the order unit spr<ce (A.e) onto the 
* set of w - closed faces F of S(A) SAtisfying (2.6) ; the inverse 
map being F ~ F:l.....:.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
If J is an Archimedean ideal of an order unit space (A,e), then we 
shall denote the t"'orm of the order unit space (A/J, cpc e)) by (I cpra.Jio, 
and we shall denote the quotient norm of A/J induced from the 
(order unit) norn of A by ~Cf(B)/Jq • The duals of .iJJ in these 
t110 iior::us ,,rill be denoted by (A/J ): and (A/J )~ , respectively. 
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Note that if F = J.l , then lin (F) c:: J 0 , and lin (F) is a ~ 
nor.Ii s p8ce in t~1e gage functiona 1 iF of conv . (F; u- F). 
Proposition 12. If J is an Archimedean ideal of an order 
unit spaqe (A,e), if f: 
(2. 7) 
..l A.:;,. A/.J is the canonic a 1 mao and F - J ., 
II cpca)tlq, all aEA, 
is a w* - dense subset of (A/ff-_-"-~t~h:.;:;e_;;;.:;ma;;::..p~--l~~:~(;.;.A'-/J;;..);_~ 
* 0 A is an iso:netry onto J provided 11Tith the nor:a included from A, 
and the restriction of~ to (A/J)0 * is an isometry onto lin(F) 
provided J:Li th the be se norn gF· _ 
... -
Proof 1") If a EA and b EJ . then -II a+bU e < a+b ~ 1\a+b I e. 
Hence 
- II a+ b II cp ( e ) .:::: cp (a ) ~ li a+ b II cp ( e ) , 
and so 
II a+b II 
Since; b E.J was arbitrary, this implies II cpca) 11 0 !S llcp<a) Uq • 
2.) It follows from (2.7) that (A/J)~ c (A/J); • 
The state space of A/J is contained in (A/J)* • Hence (A/J)* 
separates the points of 
(~/J )* 
~ • 
A/J, and so (A/J )* 
0 
is \v* - dense in 
3.) The isometry of cp *: (i~/J)* ~ J 0 is stondc:,rd. (Cf. ((4-,Ch4-, 
§5, no 4-)) ). 
4-.) By Proposition 8, (~/J)~ is a base norm space 1 and by Propo-o 
sition 7, every q E. (A/J): may be decomposed HS follovJS. 
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11rhere 5? 1 + y2 = 11 q_ H ; _?1 ,~ 2 ? 0 , and q1 , q2 are states on 
(A/J" cpCe) ). By Proposition 11, <(q1 · E- F for i = 1,2 Hence 
cp* q E: ~ q J1 conv (F u- F), 
and so cp* c~ E lin (F) and gF Ccp* q) < 1\ q \1. Thus cp* is a 
norm decreasing map of (A/J )* 
0 
into F. 
By Part 3 of the proof, 9* is 1 - 1. Hence it only remains to be 
proved that f* is onto and that the inverse map is norm decreasing. 
To this end consider an element pElin (F). One may decompose. 
p = ~1 p1 - ~ p2 ' 
111here C:11 + ~2 = gF (p) ; A, ~ and p1 , p2 EF. By Proposition 
11 7 there are unique states q1 , q2 of (A/J, cp (e) ) such that 
Pi = 7*qi , i= 1 ,2. "I:Jriting q = A1 q1 - A2 q2 , •:e shall have 
q E (A/J >: , /l q 11 < gF ( p) , and cpJ£ q = p. This completes the 
proof. 
• • • • • • 0 0 • • • • • • ~ • 
To every Archimedean ideal J of an order unit space (t,e) we shall 
assign a nw:1ber fJE: [ 1 5 LX)] , the charRcteristic of J ~ indicating 
to \vhat extent the norm-presc;rving decomposition of Proposition 7 
fails for the SQbspace J 0 of ~~. Specifically : 





j q = q1 -q2 ; q1 q2 E (Jo) +} 
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f!oposition 11. If J is an Archimedean ideal of finite charac -
teristi=c ____ in~a-n~o_r_d_c.r_u_n~i~t~s.p~a~~e~·-<~A~,~e~)--a_n~d-F~i~=~J-~_. __ t=h-e_n ___ J_0 __ =_ 
lin F, 
~ = sup 0 qe J II q II 
' 
and for every 0 g£J there is a decomposition 
( 2. 10) q = q1 - q2 ' 
0 + ., 
'·vhere g1 1 g2 E (J ) •.. ~. 
Proof. 1.) By defini tiot: S'<OO implies 
J = (.Jo)+ ~ (Jo)+ = U ..\F -
)\>0 
2. ) For any q E J 0 
u~F = lin (F). 
j..> 0 
g_F (q) = inf {~\I A-1 q e-conv (F u- F) 
- inf {.AI .A_-1 q =~1 P1 -A2 P2; P1 ~ p'2EF~ ;l1 +lt2 =1J 
. 
Hr it ing q = 11, Ai pi , 1 = 1 , 2 7 we obtain 
and so by substitution : 
(2.11) 
This proves (2.9). 
~ By -,,..r - compactness~ conv (F u- F) is radially compact. Hence 
the gE!ge value is effectively attained, i. c. q E 1\ conv (F u- F). 
where h 1' )vi· > d and 
i = 1,2, we obtain 
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Writing 
the desired decomposition 
• • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • 
q i = ~ Ai pi for 
(2.10) • 
Pro)osition 1Lr-. If J is an Archimedean ideal of finte charac ~· 
toristic of an order unit space (A,e) and 
canonical map, then the order unit norm of (i~/J 'r<e) ) is 






II r c cU ~~~­
I! cpca) llo 




By duality (i.e. by appropriate application of the Hahn -Banach 
Theorem), one may convert this into the desired formula (2.12). 
• o a o • • o • e • o o o • • 
It is clear from the definitions that an Archiuedean order ideal 
of finite characteristic must be strongly Archimedean. The re~erse 
implication is in fact also val:d , and it is the bRsis for a series 
of alternate characterizations of strongly Archimedean ideals. Note 
that the mutuol equivalence of (ii), (iii), (iv) of our next 
theorem was first proved by D.A. Edwards in a slightly different 
setting (( 6.p.410)). 
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Theorem 3. If J is an Archimedean ideal of an order unit space 
(A,e) and F - J~ then tho following statements 8re equivalent 
( i) J is strong;l~r Archimedean . 
(ii) The characteristic of J is finite. 
(iii) lin (F~ is a norm-closed subsQace of ,L\Je 
( iv) lin (F) is a ~ 1tl 
-
closed subs pace of A* 
(v) The order unit norm of A{_J is to QOlog ialltZ 
egui valent to the quotient norm. 
(v1) A/J is complete in order unit norm. 
Proof. The proof proceeds in bm cycles ( i) ~ ( ii) ~ (iii) ~ 
(iv)=? (i), (ii) ~ (v) =9--Ci). 
1.) If J is strongly Archimedean, then 
= lin (F). 
By ,.,-* - compactness of F and by Proposition S ~ J 0 is complete 
in the norm gF. Generally jl q II ::::;: gF (q) ~ and by the Open Ha~)ping 
Theorem, there must exists a finite number y such that 
By Pro)osition 13, J is of finite characteristic ~J' < Y . 
2.) If J is of finite characteristic, then by Proposition 13, 
the norm gF on lin (F) is topologically equivalent to the norm 
induced from A* • By Proposition 5, lin(F) is complete in gF' and 
hence it must be a norm -closed subspace of A* • 
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3.) Assume lin (F) to be a norm-closed subs pac~o of A*. For 
every q E lin (F) II q IJ < gF (q), and by the Open i!iapping 
Theorem_ there is a finite nu:nber y such th8t 
all q E lin (F). 
PCJssing to the unit balls in the b.ro norms, '"'e may restate this 
as follm·JS 
lin (F) n CA*) 1 c; y conv (Fu- F). 
Equivalently 
lin (F) n ( Aloe) 1 = t ( conv (FU- F)n(A*) 1 ) • 
The right hand term is w* - compact, hence w* - closed. By the 
-Ba.nach-Dieudonn~ (Krein- S mulian) Theorem, lin (F) is a w* 
closed * subspace of A • 
l:-.) Assume lin (F) to be w* - closed. By Propositions 9, 12, 
lin (F) is a dense subspace of the w* - closed order 
0 * ideal J of A • It follows that 
Hence J is a strongly Archimedean ideal. 
5~) If J is of finite characteristic, then the two norms of 
A/J must be topologically equivalent by virtue of Proposition 14. 
6.) If the quotient nor~ of A/J is topologically equivalent to 
the order unit norm, then the latter must be complete since the 
former is complete. 
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7) Assume the order unit norm of A/J to be complete. By 
Proposition 12 ~ 
llcp c a> 11 0 < II <f <a) II q for all a E A. It follmvs by 
the Open Mapping Theorem that the two norms are topologically 
equivalent. Hence (A/J)~ 
0 = 
Now it follows by appli-
cation of Proposition 12 once more, that lin F = J 0 and J 
' 
is strongly Archimedean. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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3. Archimedean faces. 
In this section we shall study the space A(K) of all 
continuous affine functions as a compact convex subset K of 
some locally convex Hausdorff space over the reals. A(K) is 
seen to be a complete order unit space in the standard ordering 
of functions, with distinguished order unit equal to 1 and in 
uniform norm. Applying the results of the preceding ee~tions 
to this space, we arrive at the following: 
Proposition 15. If K is a compact convex subset of a 
locally convex Hausdorff space, then the map x~2 where 
/'-
x(a) = a(x) for all ae=A(K), is an affine and topological 
~morphism of K onto S=S(A(K)). If o:a~~ is the canonical 
..J 
representation of A(K) over its state space S, then ~ maps 
A(K) (isomorphically) onto A(s), and 
( 3. 1 ) ~('X ) = a ( x ) , 
for all xEK, aeA(K). 
If J is an Archimedean ideal of A(K), and if F = J~ 
is the corresponding face of S, then for any two elements 
a,b of A: 
(3.2) 
(Here """ ~ a]U-.-1?. F are the restrictions of "'l) a, to F) • 
If 5'' is the canonical re:12resentation of A(K)/J over cU 
its state space F (cf. ProE• 11 ) ~ if :{2.: A(K} ~ A(KLLJ is 
the canonical map, and if jL: A(S)-? A(F) is the restriction 
map, then the diagram 
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~ ) A(F) 
is commutative, and 
(3.3) lj CO (a) ~ = II ~F I! I I 0 
(3.4) II cpCa) jj q = inf [II~ II I bf' A(K), ~F = ~F1 
The restriction map 71: is surjective iff J is strongly 
Ar~himedean 1 and in this case 
( 3. 5) 9 = sup inf {. \[ '£' l 
J a¢J II "§:'FII bE' A(K), "£'F = 'Q], } 
The proof is straightforward, except perhaps for the 
verification that A x~x is a surjection of K onto s, and 
that 9[ is a surjection of A(S) onto A(F) in case J is 
strongly Archimedean. 
1) ~et p be an arbitrary state on A(K). By the Hahn-
of p Banach Theorem, there is a norm preserving extension ji 
to a linear functional on C(K). Now /1 f J/ = f ( 1) = 1, and by 
the existence of barycenters of probability measures (of. e.g. 
((16, Ch. 1)), there exists a point xEK such that 
A p(a) = a(x) = x(a), all ae;A(K). 
2) By a known theorem (of. e.g. ((16, ch.4)) ), the 
F-restrictions of w*-continuous affine functions on A* are 
uniformly dense in A(F). In particular jf(A(S)) is dense 
in A(F). By Theorem 3, J is strongly Archimedean iff 
A(K)/J is complete in order unit norm, and by (3.3) this is 
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equivalent to ?£;(A( S)) being uniformly closed, i .. e.. 1r(A( S)) =A(F) .. 
Finally (3.5) follows from Proposition 14 by means of 
( 3 • 3 ) and ( 3 • 4 ) • 
By Proposition 15 one may identify K with S = S(A(K)) 
and A(K) with A(S), by which the canonical homomorphism of 
A(K) onto the quotient space modulo an Archimedean ideal J 
turns out to be the restriction map onto the annihilator face F 
of J, and the quotient norm of an extendable continuous affine 
function on F becomes the infinum of the norms of all possible 
extensions to a continuous affine function on the whole convex set. 
A closed face F of a compact convex set K in a locally 
convex Hausdorff space will be said to be (strongly) Archimedean 
if its annihilator ideal J =[aEA(K)I aF = o} is a (strongly) 
Archimedean ideal. The characteristic of J will also be said 
to be the characteristic of F , and it will be denoted by 9F 
as well as ~ J• 
Theorem 4. Let K be a compact convex set in a locally 
convex Hausdorff space. A closed face F of K is Archimedean 
iff 
(3.6) aEA(K), 
An Archimedean face F of K is strongly Archimedean 
iff every a 0 E=A(F) admits an extension to a function aEA(K). 




Moreover, 9F is the smallest number with this property. 
Proof. 1) The condition (3.7) is a restatement of 
condition (2.6) of Theorem 2. 
2) By Proposition 15, the restriction map 
Jr: A(K)~A(F) is surjective iff F is strongly Archimedean. 
In this case one may choose ae A(K) satisfying ( 3. 8) by virtue 
of the formula (3.5), which also proves 9p to be the smallest 
number for which this is possible, 
Our next theorem shows how the concepts of Archimedicity 
and strong Archimedicity can be characterized by the existence 
of continuous affine extensions with prescribed lower bounds 
from the cone: 
(3.8) 
Theorem 5. Let F be a closed face of a convex set K 
in a locally convex Hausdorff space. F is Archimedean iff 
(3.9) aEA(K) gE.Q(K), > , aF = gF 
> .3 cE A(K) 0 c~g CF = aF 0 
and p is strongly Archimedean iff 
(3.10) a~A(F) gE Q(K) ::.... 
' ' 
a = gF 
-p 3 cE A(K) .::> c = g 
' 
CF = a I 
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Proof 1) Writing g =aVo, we obtain (3.6) from (3.9). 
To prove the reverse implication, we assume (3.6) and procede by 
induction. 
Assume first that a,a1EA(K) and that on F. 
By application of (3.6) with a-a1 in the place of a, we 
determine b1 EA(K)+ with b1 = a-a1 
' 
and b=a-a1 on F. 
Writing 01 = b1+a1, we obtain 01 = a1 ' and 01 = a on F. 
This proves (3.9) in case g = a 1E A(K). 
Next we assume (3.9) valid whenever g = a1V ••• V an_ 1 
where a 1 , ••• , an_ 1 E-A(K). Let a 1 , ••• , an E A(K), and assume that 
on F. 
By the induction hypothesis, there is a cn_ 1 EA(K) 
such that 
c 1 = a on F. n-
By application of (3.6) with cn_ 1 - an in the place of a, 
we determine bnE.A(K)+ such that bn = cn_1 - an, and 
bn = cn_ 1 - an on F. Writing en = bn+an , we obtain 
This completes the induction. 
2) Clearly (3.10) implies (3.9) and also the 
extendability of every ae:A(F) to a function in A(K). Hence 
(3.10) implies strong Archimedity of F by virtue of Theorem 4. 
Conversely, if F is strongly Archimedean, then every 
a 0 6 A(F) is extendable to a function a EA(K), and so we may 
apply (3.9) to yield (3.10). 
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Remark. There is an essential difference between the two 
conditions (3.9) and (3.10). The former states that if a function 
in A(F) is extendable to a function in A(K), then it admits 
an extension above the prescribed bound g. The latter states 
that every function in A(F) admits an A(K)-extension above 
Note also that by Theorem 4 one may conclude that if an 
Archimedean face F has the 11 extension property", i.e. i.f ~every 
a 0 £A( F) is extendable to an a E: A (K), then F has the 
"bounded extension property, i.e. there 
exis-cs a f.:: IN such that every a 0 E A(F) can be extended to 
an a e A ( K) with II a II < r II ao IJ. 
Finally we shall give a measure theoretic characterization 
of strong Archimedicity and a formula for the characteristic of 
an Archimedean face in terms of representing boundary measures. 
We shall use the standard notation (m(K) to denote the space of 
(Raden-) measures on the Jmpact convex set K and the symbol 
~t(K) to denote the convex subset of positive normalized measures 
on K. Also we shall use the symbol ~11( 'd K) 
e 
to denote the space of (positive normalized) boundary measures 
on K. (Of. e.g. ((2,p.98)).). 
Two measures f, 'V E.. Y?l (K) are said to be equivalent if 
f- (K) = y (K) and if f and ry have common resul t~"t_. 
Thus fC'J y iff 
f I J a df = j a dJ) , (3.11) all aE A(K). 
If F is a closed face of K, if f E ID~(F), and if V 
is any positive measure on K such that f N 'Y ' then YE m (F). 
(Of. ((2,p.98)). Note that we identify ~(F) and 
[fA' I fE m (K)' Spt( fJ' )c: F}). If y is allowed to be a 
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signed measure, then the situation is differe~t; now V may have 
resultant in F without being supported by ]1 • 
Theorem 6. If F is an Archimedean face of a compact 
convex subset K of a locally convex Hausdorff space, then 
inf { ll ~ fl (3.12) 
inf { II V ~ I y E rn ( de K) ' v ,..,; f-- } 
Proof~ We denote the annihilator ideal of F in A(K) 
by J, and we first establish the following two auxilliary 
* * formulas where p E(A(K)/J) 0 and q E. (A(K)/Jq: 
(3.13) II Plio = inf ~\;\ /j( A E W( de F) , ~ (a) • q ( aF) all aeA(K) 1 
(3.14) II q~q = inf vhJ~~'j)effi(8E'K), y(a)=q(aF) all aEA(K)} 
(Recall that A(K)/J is identified with the space of all 
F-restrictions of functions in A(K), and so the right-hand terms 
of (3.13) and (3.14) are well-defined). 
* Since (A(K)/J) 0 is a base norm space, we may decompose p 
into positive components p = p1-p2 , where I/ P{( 0 = 1/ P1l/ 0 +\IP2II 0 • 
By Proposition 15, the space of F-restrictions of fun~tions in 
A(K) is dense in A(F). Hence p1 ,p2 may be extended by 
continuity to positive linear functionals on A(F) 
such that II Pi 0 = J/ 1?1 11 + ll·:p21J • Applying the Choquet Integral 
Theorem, we obtain two positive boundary measures ~ 1 , f 2 on F 
which represent the positive linear functionals ]?1, !)2 on A(F). 
(Of. e.g. ( ( 5)) ( ( 16)) ) • Writing r = p,-1- f 2 , we shall have 
(3.15) 
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If JL' is any (Radon-) measure on F such that 
f(aF) = p(aF) for all aE A(K), then f/-' is an extension of 
the linear functional p, and so 
this completes the proof of (3.13). 
II fA- ' II ~ II p II 0 • By ( 3 • 1 5 ) 
Every qe: (A(K)/J)~ corresponds to a (unique) linear 
functional q over A(K) vanishing on J, and // q_f/ q = ((q: U 
(cf. e.g. ((4,ch.4,§5,no4)) ). Applying the Choquet Theorem in 
the same way as above for the linear functional q on A(K), 
we arrive at the formula (3.14). 
To prove (3.12) we first assume F to be strongly 
Archimedean, i.e. 9F < ~xJ By Propositions 11,12 
* * (A(K)/J) 0 = (A(K)/J)q , and 
(9 ::: / F sup 
* qG(A(K)/J) 
• 
Clearly every linear functional q admits a f E »I (F) 
such that ~ (aF) = q(aF) for all a E:A(K). Hence we may apply 
the formulas (3.13), (3.14) to rewrite (3,15) in the form (3.12). 
Next we assume that F is not strongly Archimedean, i.e. 
we assume ~F = ~ • In this case we must have 
(3.17) sup 
PE(A(K)/J): 
If P 1/ o 
II P II q = 
-?*" for otherwise the two norms on (A(K)/J) 0 would be topologically'· 
equivalent, and then also the two norms on A(K)/J would be 
equivalent, in .:::ontradiction with Theorem 3. By virtue of (3.13), 
(3.14), the right hand term of (3,12) must be infinite, and hence 
the equality is established also in this case. 
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Remark. Without lack of generality one may choose the 
measure of (3.12) to be of the form 
tX-1 ,1 o?2 E 1R and x1 , x 2 F- F. In fact this measure is used only 
to specify an equivalence class of measures, i.e. a certain 
moment and net charge of a "charge-distribution" on F. The 
nominator of (3.12) expresses the least total charge of a 
charge-distribution, on (:"~ K Oe '>- with the prescribed moment and 
net charge. The denominator, ~owever, expresses the least 
total charge of a charge-distribution on 
moment and net charge. 
Q F with the prescribed e 
4. Examples and S£ecial Eroperties of Archimedean faces. 
We shall first state an application to o-><-algebras which 
is essentially due to E. St0rmer ((17,ch.5,2)). Recall that if 
()~ is a C-l(--algebra with identity I, then the self-adjoint part 
~sa is a complete order unit space with distinguished order 
unit I, whose state space is denoted by S(~). A face F of 
S (()l) is said to be invariant if p e F implies p A e..F, where 
pA is defined by 
( 4. 1 ) 
whenever p(A*A) I= 0, and A E ~. 
Proposition 16. A w*-closed face F of the state space 
,S ( Ot ) of a C"-<--algebra OZ- is Archimedean iff it is invariant, 
in which case it is strongly Archimederu~ with characteristic 1. 
Proof~ By a theorem of E. Effros ((9,Th.28)), F is 
invariant iff F~ is the self-adjoint part of a norm-closed 
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two-sided ideal J of ~. By St0rmer's theorem ((17,Th.5.2)), 
this in turn is equivalent to F..L being an Archimedean (order) 
ideal of f'r1 Vt,sa • 
2) If F is invariant, then by the first part of the 
proof we shall have F~ = Jsa' where J is a norm-closed two-
sided ideal. The quotient Cf~ is itself a C*-algebra 
(in quotient norm), and its self adjoint part (considered as 
ordered vectorspace over ~ ) is equal to the order unit space 
(Jtsa/F.l. • Let cp : Otsa ~ (/lsa/F be the canonical map, and 
recall that the state space of cr-safF is equal to F (Prop. 11). 
Hence the order unit norm can be expressed as follows: 
(4.2) - (ft a C: ~./?'sa • 
The right hand term of (4.2) is equal to the norm of the 
self-adjoint element ~ (a) in the C*-algebra CJl- /J. Hence 
I 
we shall have 
(4.3) II ~o c a ) II o = II Cf c a) ~ q , 
for all a E ~sa· 
Now it follows from Proposition 14 that 9F = 1, and so F 
is strongly Archimedean with characteristic 1. 
Proposition 17. EY.ery closed face F of a Choquet simplex K 
is strongly Archimedean with characteristic 1. 
Proof. It follows from known properties of simplexes, that 
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(3.6) is valid, and that every a6A(F) admists a norm-preserving 
extension to a continuous affine function on K. (These results 
are based on D. A. Edwards' theorem ((7)), and are stated more 
explicitely in ((8)), ((10)) and ((15)) ). By Theorem 4, the 
proof is complete, 
By Theorem 2, every Archimedean face F of a compact 
convex set K satisfies J... F = (F ) 
. J.. i.e • 
In the terminology of ((2)) this means that F is its 
ovmnset of determinacy" with respect to A(K). This was proved 
for closed faces of a simplex K with closed extreme boundary 
9eK (an "r-simplex") in ((2,Prop.1)), and the condition on 
8 8 K was avoided by A, Lazar ((15,Th.1,Cor.1)). 
A face F of a compact convex set is said to be exposed 
relatively to A(K) if there exists an a 6A(K) which "peaks" 
exactly at F, or what is equivalent (since F is a face), if 
(4.5) 
It was proved independently by D.A. Edwards and A. Lazar 
that every closed face of a metrizable simplex K is A(K)-exposed 
((15,Th.1,Cor,2)),((8,Th.3,Cor,)). The proof is based on the 
property (3.6), and so it applies to Archimedean faces of any 
metrizable compact convex set, 
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Proposition 18. An Archimedean face F of a metrizable 
compact convex set K is A(K)-exposed. 
Proof. By metrizability and compactness, there is a 
covering of K'-F by compact sets OncK'-F, n=1,2, •••• 
By Hahn-Banach separation, there exists for every natural number 
n , a continuous affine function an on K such that 
on F and a .c:.. 0 n By (3.6) there are functions 
c -a = 0 on F, n=1,2, .••• Define~ n n 
Now b =0 n on F, b > 0 n on on 
n=1 , 2, ••• • Define next~ 
a = )' 2-n b (_...J, n 
n=1 
Then aEA(K), a=O on F, and 
This completes the proof. 
n= 1 , 2, • • • • 
' 
and II bn/1 = 1 
a> 0 on 
.>-
a = 0 n 
for 
If K is a compact convex set in Jf.2.n, n< ex?, then A(K) 
is a vectorspace of dimension at most n+1. If F is an 
Archimedean face of K and J is the corresponding ideal of 
A(K), then A(K)/J is finite dimensional, By Theorem 3, J 
(and F) must be strongly Archimedean in this case. 
Proposition 19. There exists a com12act convex set K 
in an (infinite dimensional) locallJL convex Hausdorff space 
nossessing a face F which is Archimedean, but not strongly 
Archimedean. 
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Proof. Let E be a countable product of Euclidean planes, 
E=( TR 2 )N' 
-00 
i.e. and define a convex compact subset K = II n=1 Kn 
-\;70 
and a closed face F =I 1n=1 F of K by n 
(4.6) I~ fc_s,7)l ..:::::~< 1 ' o.c; )? ~ 1 ((n-1)_5 +1)} = 0 = ) = -I" n 
(4.7) F = f (0, 1() 0 = (1 == ~ 1. n '{ 
We claim that A(K) consists of all functions of the form 
CXl 
(4.8) a(x) = c£ +) .. (ci. ;.+ J3. 17.) 
o i=1 l t" l r l l 
where x = { ( 3 1' ? 1 ) , ( J 2 , p 2 ) , • • • and where 
00 
(4. 9) ~=1 C/o<,il + lp ij ) < oO 
To prove this claim, we consider an a £A(K). Without lack 
of generality we assume a(O) = 0. Clearly x = limn xn , where 
It follows by the continuity of a, that it can be expressed 
{ . 1 in the form (4.8) for some seq_uence (OC., 13.) J ._1 2 l 1 l l- , , ••• 
coefficients. 
To verify (4.9), we first evaluate a at the point 
x1 = f(1,1),(1,1), ••• '"},obtaining 
0<::1 
/ ( ~. + f5.) = a(x1 ) < fXl • 
-:--1 l l l= 
(4.10) 
.r -, 
Next we evaluate a at the point x2 = ~ ( 5' i ' ? i ) f 
defined by 
(1 if eX i ~ 0 /1 if fi 
.::::... 0 = ~ I 
'(:' _\ 








(4.11) > uxr +_g r) = a(x2) < [?() 
i=1 I 
It follows by (4.10) and (4.11) that 
Conversely we assume that a is defined by (4.8), and that 
(4~9) holds, To prove continuity we consider an element 
x = fc ~ · , '() . ) 1. 1 2 of K and an ~-::> 0. Choose a > l ( 1 1= ' , •• ~ 
natural number n such that 
00 
(4.12) ~ ({C>(il +}J3ij)<:' 
1=n+1 
and let V be the neighbourhood of x consisting of all 
X 1 = { ( 5~ 1~ , 1} ~ )-r . 1 2 SUCh that 
.l 1 . l= ' ' ••• 
c 4. 1 3 ) I J i- f ~ I <= 2i , /7 i - ~~ ~ l < 
-\)Q 
where M =Li=1 (I Xi I + lfil ). 
c. 
2M ' i=1,2, ••• n, 
It follows by (4.12) and (4.13) that for every x'E:V 
\)0 
I a (X)-a (X y ) I ~ ,l l c:»-; ( ]!- . - 5 ~ ) + f . ( n.:) • - ? ~ ) I 
. 1 .J.. _..)1 /1 1 (1 1 1= 
n c<J 
-< 2t.M? (jct.I+)E.j) +) (/(~.J+ jB1.j) <C. 
. 1 1 I 1 . 1 1 1-1= 1=n+ 
This proves the continuity of a. 
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Now we shall apply Theorem 4 to show that F is 
Archimedean, but not strongly Archimedean. 
In fact, let a E.A(K) and assume Let a be 
represented. in the form (4.8), (4.9), and define 
It is seen that c is of the same form (4.8), (4.9); 
hence cE:A(K). Moreover > c = a, This 
proves F to be Archimedean. 
For every natural number n ' define an E. A(F) by 
an(x) = n ?n ' 
where X ={(o, ?1), (0,?2), ... 1 . 
Clearly every extension of the function r; rv~ J1 ? 
I 1 J defined on the edge L(O,O), (0, :n) of the trapezoid 
to an affine function on all of Fn must assume an absolute 
value exceding n 2 at either of the two vertices ( 1 '0) or 
( 1 • 1 ) • Renee 
inf { II a II I a' E A ( K) j a-F == an l ~ ~ 
Th . 0 ~ n d . lS proves 5 F = 2 , an slnce n was arbitrary, 
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